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The book is a design and building manual documenting an experimental living lab project for
creating an eco-cycle refugee shelter in Scania, Sweden. The project aims at designing and
constructing a 37 m² house prototype with the involvement of refugees in the design and
construction process. The project followed a transdisciplinary participatory methodology using an
occupant centred approach. It is looking at the current post-conflict housing issues in hosting
countries with a focus on Syrian refugees in Sweden. In the book different chapters I am showing
the whole complete process of the project step by step. From the design till constructing a physical
house prototype through involving refugees in all project phases. The project aims at fulfilling
refugees’ needs through involving them in the design and construction process which could be seen
as a tool for integration and healing from forced migration and displacement, as well as raising the
awareness of a cost efficient and climate responsive way of building back better in the refugee’s
home country. This refugee prototype targets to be constructed in 7 working days with the help of
11 persons. The main construction materials are plant based fibres; straw, reeds and wood together
with clay. No waste is generated during the building’s construction, operation and after end of life.
The building can be degraded back to nature without any harmful impact. Passive and zero carbon
concepts for heating, cooling and daylight are mainly used to reach a minus carbon and plus energy
outcome. The project is divided into 7 main different phases, from design, to proof of concept test
cells, till full scale prototype. The project main steps is documented in this manual using illustrations
and photo documentation. The project started in November 2016 and ended in November 2017
with funding from Crafoord and Åforsk and co-funding from ARQ, Stiftelsen Mellby Gård and Almi
Malmö. The beneficiaries of this design project include not only refugees in Sweden but also the
majority of the youth seeking affordable and sustainable energy efficient housing. A bigger aim is to
offer a low cost and low impact shelter for the world’s urban poor especially in off grid areas.
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Wars and conflicts are two of the most important phenomena, amongst others such as natural
disasters, that force people to flee to other safe places, and which consequently create an urgent need
for temporary shelters. The public and private sectors in host countries are struggling to offer
emergency relief, shelter and services. Tensions and conflicts have risen in refugee camps in Sweden.
The problem of how to integrate refugees or find them adequate accommodation have become more
acute. Moreover, constructing new housing projects is not only economically burdensome, but also
requires a great deal of time. Recently, several ideas have been proposed as quick fix solutions to this
problem, such as IKEA prefabricated models that are more cost efficient and quicker to erect, but do
not fully comply with energy efficient standards and do not fulfil necessary social needs. In Germany,
one of the local municipalities designed a semi-permanent house made from natural wood that is fully
equipped with essential features. However, a prototypes cost a total of €77,000. More examples in
Netherlands to design shelter prototypes but it ended as a design competition for display in temporary
exhibition. There is an evident need for sustainable, quick and economic shelters, yet acts on the
temporality and semi-permanent state for a rescue shelter with minimal impact on the environment.



This study discusses an experimental living lab test for addressing the problems of refugee shelters by
designing and building a 37 m² shelter in 7 working days. This formula was calculated based on the
needs of three family members (two adults and one child), worker's’ productivity per hour and
outdoor weather limitations. There are several innovative solutions in this project to reach a minus
carbon and plus energy shelter along the building full life cycle. This shelter house was designed
through the application of the eco-cycle home concept and is equipped with necessary everyday
features. The building’s main skeleton is made from lightweight construction mainly wood, straw and
reeds as plant based fibres with clay and lime for interior plastering. The materials are available in the
local environment where the shelter will be built that ensures minimal embodied carbon in material
extraction and transportation. The design of the building intends to eliminate the high energy
demands for heating, cooling to even act beyond the current premium passive buildings standards.
The house is energy self-sufficient and is equipped with renewable energy sources. It is calculated to
produce more energy than it consumes and transport the excess back to the grid for later use in case
there is a deficiency in energy production.



Above all, the project is considered post-conflict re-construction and re-building training for refugees,
focusing on social and environmental rehabilitation. Refugees were essential part of the design and the
design development process and they were the ones building this shelter under technical supervision. That
not only reduced labour cost but also equip refugees with the knowledge and experience to rebuild their
homes in their native countries while encouraging sustainable building practices. The ultimate aim of this
project is that it is widely applied, as it will not only satisfy the needs of refugees but also the majority of the
world’s urban poor. The prototype is tested in Scania region in Sweden, precisely in Brunnshög area in the
city of Lund. The methodology can be repeated in other climates by adjusting the passive design strategies
and the renewable energy sources that suits each geographical area.
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“We believe that the advancement of architecture is not a goal in itself, 
but a way to improve people’s quality of life”,

Says Chilean architect Alejandro Aravena,

Director of the 2016 Venice Architecture Biennale. Responding to his Biennale theme, Reporting From the Front, five national 
pavilions focus on the provision of emergency humanitarian housing for refugees as a high priority. 
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Forced migration is not a recent phenomenon, nor is the reality of the amount suffering of the displaced
population fleeing from armed conflict. Providing these affected people and finding housing for
refugees with quick and cost-efficient shelters is always a challenge. It has not only become an acute
obligation for hosting countries but it is a situation predicted to continue, and possibly increase, in the future.
This book is showing the results of the a complete experimental project for designing and constructing an eco-
cycle refugee shelter that is minus carbon and plus energy in its performance. The beneficiaries of this project
include not only refugees but also the majority of the world’s urban poor. The shelter is designed for the cold
Swedish climate, but the method can be adjusted to other climates or geographical contexts.


